
Project Highlights

• Privacy, comfort and patient safety through individual patient rooms

• 368 beds in the new hospital building for a total of 600 patient
beds on-site

• A new Level-1 Trauma Center and Emergency Department, more
than twice the size of the current ED, with 76 bays

• State-of-the-art diagnostic and treatment rooms including 20
operating rooms, eight interventional/radiology image-guided
rooms, three MRIs, three CTs and one interventional MRI

• Five gardens for patients and visitors, walking trails and a
meditation room

• A flexible pavilion design with oversized windows to provide natural
light and views of the surrounding foothills

• New parking structure with 900 spaces

The 824,000-square-foot 
hospital facility was designed by 
internationally-recognized firm 
Rafel Vinoly in association with 
PerkinsEastman.

Construction of the hospital is 
currently underway and officially 
broke ground on May 1, 2013. 
The facility will be connected to 
the existing hospital by bridge and 
tunnel. Stanford Health Care will 
remain fully operational during 
construction.

Stanford Health Care is building a revolutionary new 
hospital facility to accommodate advances in medical 
technology, increase capacity needs, meet new seismic 
safety requirements and transform the way that patient 
care is delivered.
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Construction Timeline

2011

• Project approved by Palo Alto 
City  Council

2012

• Site preparation and demolition

2013

• Groundbreaking ceremony
• Shoring and mass excavation

2014

• Foundation work/installation of 
base isolators

• Foundation complete
• Steel installation

2015

• Topping Off
• Construction of exterior and 

interior begins

2016

• Construction of exterior and 
interior continues

• New parking garage construction 
complete

2017

• Landscaping work continues
• Equipment installation begins
• Construction of exterior and 

interior continues

2018

• Construction of exterior and 
interior continues

• Equipment installation continues

2019

• Staffing, stocking and testing of 
new hospital building begins

• Hospital open to patients

The New Stanford Hospital

The new Stanford Hospital will create a healing environment tailored to 
each patient’s unique needs. The finest facilities and medical care anywhere 
will be available with the flexibility to adapt to new technologies and life-
saving innovations not yet discovered.
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About the Renewal Project

The new Stanford Hospital is 
part of the Stanford University 
Medical Center Renewal 
Project, which includes the 
expansion of Lucile Packard 
Children’s Hospital Stanford, the 
renovation of Hoover Pavilion, 
the Welch Road Utility Project 
and the replacement of School 
of Medicine facilities. The 
Medical Center must rebuild and 

modernize its facilities in order 
to continue serving the region’s 
current and future healthcare 
needs and accommodate 
advances in technology and 
patient care.

For more information on the 
Stanford University Medical 
Center Renewal Project, please 
visit SUMCRenewal.org. 


